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Edinburgh Airport Cargo Overview 
 
1.1  Cargo  
 
Edinburgh Airport is now the busiest cargo and mail facility in Scotland and 
the second busiest in the UK. It currently handles 24,000 metric tonnes of 
cargo and 26,000 tonnes of mail per annum. The cargo market grew by 17% 
in 2003/04 and is forecast to grow by an average of 3.2% per year out to 
2030, with mail forecast to grow at half this rate . The cargo operation is sited 
on the east side of the Airport (formerly Turnhouse) and has been developed 
over a number of years. The Cargo Village currently occupies 7,000m² 
comprising a mixture of transit sheds (approximately 3,000m²), warehouses, 
and offices, served by ten dedicated cargo aircraft stands.  
 
Edinburgh Airport Cargo Growth up to 2013 
 
1.2  Air Cargo and Mail Forecasts 
 
1.2.1 The air freight business has two major market segments. These are 

mainstream/consolidation and express. Mainstream consists of airlines, 
freight forwarders, and ground transport companies. Express consists 
of ‘integrator’ carriers such as DHL, TNT, UPS, and Parcelforce.  They 
offer both air and ground transport as one service. Edinburgh is 
currently the Scottish hub for this integrator activity in Scotland, 
representing approximately 80% of Edinburgh’s cargo tonnage 
throughput. 

 
1.2.2 The major contributory factors to Edinburgh’s dominance in this market 

are as follows: 
 

• Geographical position within the major strategic road system. 
The M8, M9 and M90 are all within one mile of the airport 
perimeter. These good road links with the major ‘hi-tech’ 
industrial bases Edinburgh, Glenrothes, and Livingston are 
crucial.  

• Availability of airside access for new distribution hubs. 
• Excellent airport infrastructure, i.e. new cargo stands, airside 

access points. 
• Good supply of highly trained personnel.  

 
1.2.3  Table 1 below shows indicative BAA forecasts for cargo and mail 

tonnage. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1:  Air Cargo and Mail Tonnage Forecasts 

 
Year Cargo Mail 
2004 (Actual) 26,900 29,700 
2013 35,900 35,600 
2020 44,900 41,600 
2030 61,800 44,700 
Average Growth 3.2% 1.6% 

 
1.1.4 The forecasts show a sustained growth in both cargo and mail tonnage 

over the period 2004 – 2030, with cargo tonnage expected to grow at 
twice the rate of mail. 

 
 
1.3    Cargo Developments 
 
1.3.1   While strong growth in cargo is forecast, new developments will be 
undertaken only as a result of specific requests from cargo handlers. At 
present cargo handlers consider their current facilities are adequate and 
hence no detailed plans are available. There are however no constraints in 
cargo expansion at Edinburgh Airport, as there is capacity to develop, an 
additional seven aircraft stands, and 250000 square metres of warehousing.  
 
 
 
Aberdeen Airport 
 
2.1 Air Cargo and Mail  
 
2.1.1  Aberdeen Airport’s cargo facilities occupy a total land area of 
approximately 0.8 hectares. The main cargo area is located off Forties Road 
and comprises two transit sheds and warehouses providing approximately 
1,600m2 of floorspace, served by a dedicated cargo apron. A third stand alone 
transit shed/warehouse, measuring 820m2, occupied by DHL, is located 
immediately to the south of the main terminal. Aberdeen’s total cargo 
business comprises both flown and trucked cargo, as the airport is a focal 
point for trucked air-freight operators who access other major freight airports  
such as Edinburgh, Heathrow and Stansted by road.  
 
2.1.2  In 2004, 5,300 metric tonnes of air cargo and mail were handled, 
representing a 9% rise on the previous year.  
 



2.1.3  In the past, the cargo business at Aberdeen has been constrained due 
to the restricted operating hours requiring the airport to close between 2230 
and 0600 hours. However, since the approval by Aberdeen City Council, in 
March 2005, of extended  
opening hours, the airport has recorded a 12% growth in air cargo and mail 
throughput. This supports BAA’s long-held view that the restricted opening 
hours were limiting the economic potential of the airport and the City and 
Shire. Our forecasts indicate that air cargo and mail throughput will grow by 
an average of 1.6% per year between now and 2030.  
 
2.2 Air Cargo and Mail Forecasts  
 
2.2.1 As noted in earlier, Aberdeen’s air cargo and mail business was, until 
earlier this year, constrained due to the restricted opening hours. During 2004, 
Aberdeen Airport handled 5,300 metric tonnes of air cargo and mail. Since 
March 2005, however, when planning restrictions were lifted, air cargo and 
mail volumes have increased significantly (+12%). This growth clearly 
demonstrates that cargo operators and freight forwarders are responding to 
the City Council’s important decision, which provides the operator with 
certainty that their aircraft can arrive or depart if they are delayed in the 
evening period, when cargo movements are more common.  
 
2.2.2  BAA Aberdeen has, through the Aberdeen Airport Business 
Development Forum, commissioned a study into the current and future market 
potential for air cargo and mail at the airport. The results of this study could 
influence the conclusions of the Final Master Plan.  
 
2.2.3 The anticipated growth in international air passenger services is also 
expected to facilitate sustained growth in Aberdeen’s air cargo and mail 
business over the forthcoming years.  
 
2.2.4 Table 2 outlines indicative BAA forecasts for air cargo and mail tonnage.  
 

Year Cargo and Mail 
2004 5,300 
2015 6,800 
2030 8,600 

Avg. growth a year 1.6% 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Air Cargo and Mail Tonnage Forecasts  
 
Cargo Developments 
 
2.3.1.  Cargo developments are only undertaken in response to specific 
requests from operators. Although significant year-on-year growth in cargo 
throughput forecast, we have not sought to allocate land for cargo over and 
above that indicated on the 2015 layout.  



 
2.3.2. While additional land for cargo will undoubtedly be needed, BAA 
Aberdeen believes that this demand can be met in one of two ways; by the 
expected reduction in the need for helicopter support and maintenance 
facilities at the airport, or from opportunities arising as a result of the closure 
of the helicopter runway 05/23. 
 
 
 
Glasgow Airport Cargo Overview 
 
3.1  Cargo  
 
Glasgow Airport has a busy cargo facility which occupies a land area of 
approximately 2.5 hectares at Campsie Drive.  The area comprises a mixture 
of transit sheds and warehouses (providing approximately 8,000m2 of 
floorspace) and is served by a dedicated cargo apron.  Glasgow’s cargo 
business comprises both flown and trucked cargo, as the airport is a focal 
point for trucked air freight operators who access other major freight airports 
such as London Heathrow and Stansted by road. 
 
3.1.1. In 2004, 8169 metric tonnes of cargo were handled, representing a 

54% rise on the previous year.  Air flown cargo accounted for 
approximately 10% of the total. 
 

3.1.2. The very significant increase in total cargo throughput is mainly due to 
growth in the volume of “bellyhold” freight being carried on passenger 
services.  A number of long-haul airlines serving Glasgow such as 
Emirates and US Airways operate aircraft such as the Airbus A330 and 
the Boeing 767, which have a large “bellyhold” freight capacity.  
Emirates has made Glasgow a Scottish hub for its Skycargo operation, 
shipping goods to the Gulf region, the Far East and Australasia.  Cargo 
throughput is forecast to grow by an average of 3.2% per year between 
now and 2030. 

 
3.2 Cargo Developments 
 
3.2.1 While strong and sustained growth in cargo is expected to be facilitated 

by new direct international services, new developments will be 
undertaken only as a result of specific requests from cargo operators.  
It is our understanding that cargo handlers require additional pallet 
make-up space to cope with the growth in air flown cargo.  Detailed 
plans will be brought forward once they have been prepared and 
agreed with operators. 

 
3.2.2 Cargo developments will only be undertaken in response to specific 

requests from operators.  However, the easterly expansion of the apron 
and terminal will require the relocation of the existing cargo facilities 
located around Campsie Drive.  With significant year-on-year growth in 
cargo throughput forecast, we have sought to allocate approximately 



17.5 hectares (50%) of the land in both layout options for a large cargo 
base in the indicative development zone at Netherton Farm.  
Furthermore, a detailed cargo and MRO (maintenance / repair / 
overhaul) study will be undertaken by BAA Glasgow and Scottish 
Enterprise Renfrewshire to pinpoint specific opportunities for Glasgow 
Airport to develop its cargo business.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


